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There are several standard constructions by which an arbitrary ordered set isextended to one in 
which every subset has an infkmun and supremum - a CUP@& ordered set. The main purpose 
of this paper is to establish neceswry and sufikient conditions in order that these constructions 
yield ordezd sets with no infinite antichain. 
There are several standard constructions by which an arbitrary ordered set P is 
extended to one in which every subset has an. infimum and a supremum- a 
complete ordered set. The collection I(P) of all initial segments of P ordered by 
inclusion is one. [A subset I of P is an initial segment if, for x, y E P, x E I 
whenever x s y and y E I.] I(P) is a complete distributive lattice. AnoWr is the 
familiar “completion by cuts” or normal compktion N(P) which con&s of all 
subsets S of P satisfying (S), = S, where, for X s P we define 
X*=(yEPIyBx for every xEX} 
and 
X*-{yEPJySx for c-:very xEX}. 
In fact, there is an order embedding of N(P) into I(P). N(P) preserves many of 
’ the combinatorial features !‘ such as its breadth and dimension. 
In the case that P is itself a lattice there is yet another possible “completion”: 
this consists of the collection J(P) of all ideals of B ordered by inclusion. [An 
ideal J of P is an initial segment in which for each x, y E J there is z E .I such that 
x G z and y G z.] In fact, #(P) satisfies every lattice equation that holds in P. (For 
an arbitrary ordered set P, J(P) is defined, as above, but it need not be a complete 
ordered set.) 
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The main purpose or this paper 3s to establish necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions on P in order that I(P)? b(P) or N(P) has no infinite antichain. of course, if 
P itself has an infinite antichain then each of I(P), J(P) and N(P) has an infinite 
antichain since P itseif can be order embedded in each of I(P), 
This is not, however, the only occasion when I(P), J(P) or N(P) has an infinite 
antichain. For instance, I(srl, +od) contains the infinit antichain (lo, I1 I*, . . .}, 
where I,, = (0, 1,2, . . . , n) U (od -{0, 1,2, . . . , n)) (see i-.. 3. l).’ (od is the dual of 
o -= (0 c 1 c 2 c 0 l l }.) Another such ordered set is this [ 10): let K denote the set 
[NJ” = {(i, j) 1 i < j and i, j E N} ordered by (i, j) s (i’, j’) if and only if either i = i’ 
and j s j’, or j < i’. (This ordering on the set [N]’ U ((i, i) 1 i d+J} is illustrated in 
Fig. 2 - K is the subset consisting of the shaded elements with the induced 
ordering.) Then J(K) contains the infinite antichain {Jo, J1, J2,. . .}, where J,, = 
{(i,j)~K I(M) ( s n,m) for some HEN with n<m}. (For n<m, (n,m)~J,-.I,,, 
and (m, m+l)~J,,, -J,, that is, Jn and Jr,, are noncomparable in J(K).) Actually 
{Jo, 4, J2, - l .} also is an iufinite antichain of I(K). However, both N(w +od) and 
N(K) have only finite antichains. Still, N(P) can have an infinite antichain even if 
P has no three-element antichain. An example of such an ordered set is illustrated 
in Fig. 3. It can be obtained from o +wd by the following general construction. 
For an ordered set X let D(X) = ((x] 1 x E X)U{X-[lx) 1 x E X) be ordered by 
Fig. 1. 
’ N.B. Wavy underlined letters in @.u-es correspond to boldface letters in the text. 
__ 
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inclusion, where (x] = {y E X 1 y G x} and [x) = {y E X 1 y 3 x}. The ordered set of 
Fig. 3 is D(cw +o~). Ther: N(D(m +wd)) contains an infinite antichain - this is a 
consequence of the fact that N(D,o +wd)) = I(e,+md) (see (a) following the 
proof of Theorem 3, and also see Fig. 1). 
As it turns out the ordered sets o +od, K, Kd.. D(o+md), D(K) and D(Kd) 
provide the typical reasons why I(P), J(P) or N(P) contains an infinite antichain 
even when P itself contains no infinite antichain. 
Theorem I.. Let P be an ordered set. Then I(P) contains no infinite wtichain if and 
only if P contains nr ;::finite antichain and P contains no subset isomovhic to 
o +od, K, and K”. 
Theorem 2. Let P be an ordered set. Then J(P) contains no infinite antichain if and 
only if P contains no infinite antichain and P contains no subset isomorphic ;fo K. 
Theorem 3. Let P be an ordered set. Then N(P) contains no infinite antichain if 
and only if P contarns no infinite an tichain and P contains no subset isomorphic to 
D(w +wd), D(K), and D(Kd). 
These results concerning antichains are answers to a special case of the 
following general question. Given an ordered set 0, is there a minimal list S??(Q) 
of orderr,d sets such that fop any ordered set P, Q is embeddable in N(P) if and 
only if there exists R E 5!?(Q) such that R is embeddable in P? Of course, the same 
question can be asked with N(P) replaced by other canonical constructions for 
example, Z(P) (~3. [2], [3]). In the last section we are concerned with this questiorl 
for countable chains Q. 
Prelimimries 
Let C be a chain. Call a map g a local automorphism of C if g is an 
isomorphism of C’ to C”, where C’ and C” are subchains of C. T ?t dom g denote 
the domain of g. For an integer n, let [C]” denote the set of n-tuples 
(c,, c2.. . . , c,) where cI<c2+ l l <c,in C. 
We shall use the notation (C, P, @) to stand for the triple consisting of a chain 
C. an ordered set P, and a family @ of maps q of [C]n(cp) to P(n(cp) E t+l). We call 
such a triple (C, P, @) invariant [4] if, for all q, #‘E @, for all d = 
(a,, ctzi.. 3 kl(cp)J E ECl+), for all 6 = (b,, b2, . . , b,& E [Cl”(*), and for all local 
automorphisms g of C such that {.a*, a2, . . . , u,,,(,), bl, b2, . . . , b+,}z dom g, 
&i:,+(L) in P 
if and only if 
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The condition of invariance means,. roughly, that the order relation between cp( a) 
and Jl(@ depends not on the particular choice of h and 6 but Qn their “relative 
positions” as subsets of C. Call a map f &- [Cp to P- in~utiant ,if the ’ triple 
(C, P, {f}) is invariant. 
The following theorem of F.P. Ramsey [ 1 l] is central to our arguments: for any 
finite colouring of the k-subsets of an infinite set S, there is an infinite subset S’ of S 
ail of whme k-subsets are assigned the same colour. A version of this result, 
formulated by C. Charretton and M. Pouzet [4] using invariant triples, is particu- 
larly useful. 
ILemma I.. Let C be an infinite chain, let P be an ordered set 2nd let Qi be a finite set 
of maps Q of [cl”(cp) to P. 7%en C contains an infini?e subchain C’ such that the 
lriple (C’, P, @ 1 C’) is invariant. 0 
Let us give some idea why Lemma 1 is the same as Ramsey’s theorem. 
Let cp be an m-colouring of the k-subsets of an infinite set S. Give S an 
arbitrary order as a chain. Then Q is a map of [SF to the antichain (1,2,. . . , m). 
According to Lemma 1, there is m in&&e subchain 5’ of S such that 
6’9 (192, l l l ? ml, irp I w is invariant. It is straightforward to show that <p takes a 
single value on [S’]! 
On the other hand, let (C, P, @> satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1. Let 
m = max{n(rp) 1cp E @). For each 2m-element chain D in C, defme a subset D* of 
p bY 
Now define an equivalence relation - on the collection of all 2 m-subsets of C by 
D -D’ if there is an isomorphism h’ of D* onto D’@ such that &(~(a)) = ~@(a~), 
Mad, l - l 9 h(a,&) for all Q E @, a E D “(*), where h is the unique isomorphism of 
D onto D’. It can be shown that this relation has only finitely many classes, so 
Ramsey’s theorem can be applied to this partition of the 2m-subsets of C to 
obtain an infinite subchain C’ of C such that all e1emellt.s of [C’p”’ are related 
by-. In fact, (C’, P, <P f C’) is invariant. 
Lemma 2. Let P be any ordered set which contains no infinite adchain and let f be 
a mug of ml2 to P satisfying f( i, j) $ f(j, k) for all i C j l : k. If f is invarhnt then 
either 
(a) f Es an isomorphism of K to P, or 
(b) f is an isovnorphism of Kd to P, or 
(c) F is an is an isomorphism of wd to P, where F(i) = f(i, i + 1). 
oaf. First let us observe that f( i, j) is comparable to f(i, k) for all i < j < k. If not, 
choose i < j C k such that f( i, j) and f(i, k) are noncomparable. Then for a!1 
i < s < t consider the local automorphism s,t of N given by g,*(i) = i. G,,(j) = 
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s, g_,(k) = t. Since f is invariant, f(i, s) =f(gs,,(i), g,,(j)) is noncomparable with 
f(i, t) = f(g.r(i), g,,(k)). Thus {f(i, j) 1 i <j} is an infinite antichain of P, contrary to 
hypothesis. A similar argument shows that f(i, j) is comparable to f(i’, j’) for ali 
i<j<i’<j’. Also, if f(i,j)=f(i’, j’) for some i<j<i’<j’ then, with i’<j’<k<Z, 
f(i, j) = f(i’, j’) implies f(j, j’) = f(k, 1). But the invariance of f applied to f(i, j)‘= 
f(i’, j’) also yields f(i, j) = f(k, I), so f(i, j) = f(j, j’), which is a contradiction. Hence, 
one of the following cases obtains. 
Case (i). For all i <j < i’c: j’g f(i, j) <f(i’, j’). 
If there exlBt i < j < k such that f(i, k) d f(i, j) then f(i, i’) c f(i, j) <f(i’, j’), 
which is impossible. Since for all i < j ( k, f(i, j) is comparable with f(i, k), 
f(i, j) Cf(i, k). So, f preserves the ordering of #. To show that (a) holds we must 
prove that f(il j) Q f(i’, j’) implies i = i’ and j C j’, or j <i’. 
Let f(i, j) Gf(i’, j’) in P. 
If i = i’ .and j > j’ then f(i, j) > f(i, j’) = f(i, j’), a contradiction. 
If i < i’ and j = i’ then f(i, j) <fii’, j’) = f(j, j’) which contradicts the hypothesis 
that f(i, j) $ f(j, k) for all i <_i < k. 
If i -C i’ and j > i’ then f(i, i:‘) <f(i, j) df(i’, j’), which is again impossible. 
If i > i’ let k, 1 be so chosen that there is a local automorphism g with g(i’) = i, 
g(i) = j, g(j)= k, and g(j’) = !. Then f(i, j) < f(i’, j’) implies f(j, k) c f(i, I). Thus 
ffi’, i)Cf(j, k)<f(i, 2) which is a contradiction. 
Case (ii). There is !<j<i’Cj’ such that f(i, j)>f(i’, j’) and there is i<j<k 
such that f(i, j)+ f(j, k). From the assumption of the invariance of f this means 
that for all i < j < i’< j’, f(i, j) > f(i’, j’), and for all i < j < k, f(i, j)# f(j, k). 
Suppose there exist i < j < k such that f(i, j)Cf(i, k). Choosing k’> k we have 
f(k, k’) <f(i, j)s f(i, k), which contradicts our assumption. Therefore, for all 
i <i < k, f(i, k) < f(i, j). It is straightforw;ird to check that this case is dual to Case 
ii) and, hence, that (b) holds. 
Case (iii). There exist i <j < k such that f(i, j) >f(j, k). 
Then for all I, f<:, I f 1) > f(l + 1, I +2), by the invariance of f, so the map F 
prescribed by F(1) = f( i, 1+ 1) is an isomorphism of ud to P; that is, (c) holds. Cl 
Proofs of the main results 
Proof of TF..:orem 1. Suppose that the complete ordered set I(P) of initial 
segments of ;ur ordered set P contains an infinite antichain IO, II, 12,. . . . Foi each 
pair i < j, let f(i. ;) E Zi - Zi, and f*(i, j) E Zj -Ii. Then for all i < j < k, ffi, j) $ff(j, k), 
f*(j, k)Pf*(i, j), and f(i, j), is noncomparable with f*fi, j). Consider the triple 
(N, f, {f,f”)\. Ry Lemma 1, there is an infinite subset Z oi N such that 
U, P, cf IZ? ;*I 0) is invariant. Relabel Z with the natural numbtrs 
Let us suppose now that P contains no subset isomorph:c to K or Ad. 3 her,. 
according to Lemma 2, there is an isomorphism F of md to P prescrib& by 
F(i) = f(i, i -t 1). Moreover, as f* is an invariant map of [NJ” to .Pd (s&+isfym: 
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f*(k j) $f*(j, k) for all i <,j < k), Lemma 2 yields an isomorphism _F* of md to 
PJ ~ -an isomoqhism of u to P - given by F*(i) = f*(i, i + 1). 
Finally, F*(o) U r:(Wd) SO +od in 3). Otherwise, there exist i and j such that 
F(i)cF*(j) or F(i) aF*(j); then either Ffi; is comparable with F*(i) or F(j) is 
comparable with F*‘(j). In either case f(i, j) L+ comparable with f*(i, j) for all i < j, 
which is impossible. 0 
Pmf of Theorem 2. Let us suppose that the 1 1 i ice J(P) of ideals of an ordered 
set P contains an infinite antichain Jo, J1, &, For each pair i < j, let f(i, j) E 
Ji-(JiUJ,lJJ,U l l l U Ji-1). (Note that an ideal is contained in the union of a 
finite family of ideals, if and only if it is contained in one member of the family.) 
Observe that the map f of [BI]z to P satisfies f(i, j) 6 f(j, k) for all i < j < k (since 
f(i, j) 4 Ji and f(j, k) E 4). Now, we may apply Lemma 3 to the triple @I, P, {fQ to 
obtain an invariant map f of [MJ2 to P satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2. 
Suppose that there exist i < j C i’ < j’ such that f(i’, j’) s f(i, j). Then f( i’, j’) E Ji, 
but f(i’, f)~Ji~-(Jj~lJ.f~lJJ, U l l . U Jil-l), w f(i’, j’) 4 Ji. From the proof of 
Emma 2 it follows that for all i < j < i’ < j’, f(i, j) < f(i’, j’), and by Case (i) of that 
proof, we conclude that P contains a subset isomorphic to K. U 
For an ordered set X, let a(X) ={(q i) 13~ E X, i = 0, 1) be ordered by (n, i)s 
(y,j) if and only if xsy and i=j, or i=O, j=l and x+y. Observe that 
D(K)=a(K), although dyo)=o$d(o). 
Proof of Theorem 3. We have already observed that N(P) contains an infinite 
antichain if P contains either an infinite Antichain or a subset isomorphic to 
b)(o+od) (see Fig. 3). Suppose that P contains a subset komorphic to D(K) or 
D(Kd), say the former. Let S, ={((i,j), 0) ((i,j)~K and (i,j)Q(n, m) in K for 
Some m EN with n < m). Then S,, &, S,, . . . is au in&&e antichain in N(P). 
Now, let us suppose that N(P) contains an infinite antichain. Let So, S1, S2,. . l 
bc a sequence of initial segments of F such that (SF)+ = Si and, for i # j* Si $ Si and 
Sj & s. It follows that SF # Q for each i. For each i < jr choose f( i, j) E Si - SF 
Evidently, for all i l j < k 
fk i) Sf(i, W. (1) 
Now, for each i < j choose g(i, j) E Sf* such that 
fk i) 6 g(k ii- (2) 
Clearly, g(i, j) E ST -- ST. Moreover, for all i < j < k 
and 
f(j, k) s g(r:, i)* 
According to Lemma 1 
c (4 
we may suppose that both f aaad g are invariant. 
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Moreover, f is an isomoqdzism of Y to P if ad only if g is an isomorphism of K 
to P. To see this suppose ti’rrst hat f is an isomorphism of K to P. If g is an 
isomorphism of Kd to P or G is an isomorphism of tid to P, where G(i)== 
g(i, i f l), then, in particular, g(2,J)c g(0, l), SO, by (4), 
f(O, 1) s f(3,4) d g(2,3) s g(O, l), 
that is, f(0, l)< g(0, 1) which lies in contradiction to (2). Now, Lemma 2 implies 
that g is an isomorphism of K to I? Conversely, suppose that g is an isomorphism 
of K to P but that either f is an isomorphism of Kd to P or F is an isomorphism 
of gd to P, where F(i) = f(i, i + 1). Then f(3,4) af(l, 2) and, using (4), 
f(3,4) sf(l, 2) c g(0, 1) s g(3,4), 
which again violates (2). Again, in view of Lemma 2, we conclude that f, too, is an 
isomorphism of K to P. 
Let us suppose now that either (and therefore both) f or g is an isomorphism of 
K to P Define a map h of d(K) to P by k(x, 0) = f(x) and h(x, 1) = g(x). Then h 
is an isomorphism. To prove this it is enough to prove that (x, O)s(y, 1) if and 
only if f(x)< g(y). Let x = (i, j) and y = (2, j’). Suppose first that (x, O)b(y, 1). 
Then x+ y in K. If i = i’ then j < j’ so, by (411, 
fft, j) <f(j’, j’+ 1) s g(i, j’) = gfi’, j’). 
Let i # i’. Then j’4: i. If i = j’ then f(i, j) 4 g(i’, i) = g(i’, j’), Otherwise, i <j’ and, if 
i’< i, then f(i, j)s g(i’, i)c g(i’, j’), while if i < i’, then f(i, j)< g(0, i)G g(i’, j’). 
Conversely, suppose that (x, 0) $(y, 1). Then x a y so g(x)> g(y). If f(x)< g(y) 
then f(x)< g(x) which violates (2). Therefore, f(x) $ g(y). We conclude that P 
contains a subset isomorphic to d(K) = D(K). 
Let us suppose now that P contains no subset isomorphic to D(K) or D(Kd) 
and that neither f nor g is an isomorphism of K to P. Since both f and g are 
invariant, Lemma 2 implies that either f (respectively, g) is an isomorphism of Kd 
to P or F (respectively, G) is an isomorphism of md to P prescribed by 
F(i) = ffi, i + 1) (respectively, G(i) = g(i, i + 1). In each of the four cases, both f 
and g map the chain C={(0,1)>(4,5)>(8,9)>*..>(4i,4i+l)>...}sod 
isomorphically into P. Now define a map )t of d(C) to P by h(x, 0) = f(x) and 
h(x, 1) = g(x). Then h is an isomorphism. According to (2), f(x, O)$ g(x, l), and, 
bY (4), 
In addition f(i, i+ l)+g(j, j+ 1) for all i, j (since, if f(i, i +l)>g(j, j+l) then 
Si+l E Si). 
Now, choose functions f”, g* of [N]” to P as follows: f*(i, j)E ST--SF, g*(i, j)E 
Si - Si, and g*(i, j)$f*(i, j). Then, for all i <j < k, 
f”(L jw*(j, k), (1”) 
f*(i! j, + g”(i, jJ, 0”) 
g*(i, jl3 s*(j, k ), 0”) 
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and 
f*(i, k) 3 g”(i, j). (4*) 
Moreover, f(i, j): s f*(i, j) and g*(i, j) s g(i, j). Agaiu, according to Lemma 1, we 
may suppose that both, f* and g* are invariant, tithermore, as P contains no 
subset isomorphic to o(Kd) it follows from considerations dual to those for f and 
g that f*( Cd) U g*( Cd) = d( C” I in P, where 
Cd={(0,1)<(4,5)C(8,9)<~~~<(4i,4i+1)<~~~}~~. 
Finally, we show that, in P, 
ftC)Ug(C)Uf*(&“‘)Ug*(Cd)-D(o+lud). 
From g*(i, j)S g(i, j) (for all i C j) we conclude that g*(x) C g(y) for all x E Cd and 
for all y E C. Similarly, f(x)Cf*( y) for all x f C and for all y E Cd. If f(i, i + 1) s 
g*(j, j+ 1) for some i and j then 
f*(O, l)Bf(i,i+l)ag*(j, j+l)Z=g*(O, 1) 
so f*(O, l)> g*(O, 1) which violates (2”). Therefore, f*(i, i + 1) + g*(j, j + 1) for all 
i and j. If f*(i, i + 1) d g(j, j+ 1) for some i and j then 
f(O,l)<f*(i,i+l)Sg(j, j+l)Ggg(O, 1) 
so f(0, 1) S g(0, 1) which violates (2). Therefore, f*(i, i -I- 1) $ g(j, j + 1) for all i 
and j. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 0 
The formal similarity between the statements of Theorems 1 and 3 is not 
entirely superficial. In fact, Theorem 3 can be used to provide an alternate proof 
to Theorem 1. While this does not result in economy of proof (for Theorem 1) it 
does help to account for the similarity with Theorem 3. 
Two elementary observations are needed. 
(a) For an arbitmy ordered set P 
WF Nuw-9) PI. 
An element a of a complete lattice L is (completely) irreducible if for all A c L, 
a = sup A implies a: E A, or a = inf A implies a E A. Let p(L) denote the ordered 
subset of all irreducible elements of L. For a particular class of complete lattices 
(of which I(P) is a member for all ordered sets P), N(P(L))= L[l], [7]. 
Moreover, P(I(P)) consists of the initial segments (JC] and P-[x) for x E P. Thus 
P(I(P)) = D(P) and 
I(P) s N(fWP)))= N@(P)). 
(b) Let XE(UO+W~, K, Kd) and Eet P be an arbitrary ordered set. If D(P) 
contains a ,rubset isomorphic to X) then P contains a subset isolnorphic to X. 
To prove rl b) let IS simply observe that if K is isomorphic to a subset of 
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Fig. 4. 
P = P, U F$ then, by applying Ramsey’s Theorem, it follows that K is isomorphic 
to a subset of k%l or P2. 
Now, if Z(P) contains an infinite antichain then, by Theorem 3 and (a), D(P) 
contains a subset isomorphic to D(X) where X E (0 +od, K, Kd}. Theorem 1 now 
follows by applying (b). 
The fact (b) need not hold for arbitrary X -see Pig. 4. 
Finally, we shall record some, more or less, immediate consequences of 
Theorems 1 and 3. 
Recall, an ordered set P is partially well ordered if P has no infinite descending 
chain and P contains no infinite antichain. 
Corollary 1[8]. Let P be an ordered set. Then I(P) is partially well ordered if and 
only if P is partially well ordered and P contains no subset isomorphic to K. q 
The next result answers in the affirmative a conjecture proposed by M. Pouzet 
c91. 
Corollaq 2. Let P be ~2 ordered szt. Then N(P) is partially well ordered if and only 
if P is pa-tially well ordered and P contains no subset isomorphic to D(K). 0 
Corollary 3. Let P be an ordered set of finite width. Thtva N(P) contains no infinite 
antichain if and only if P contains no subset isomorphic to D(cr, +od). Cl 
Here we characterize ordered sets whose normal completion does not contain 
particular chains. Just as in the case of antichains, the results obtained turn on 
“Ramsey-type” partition theorems. Also, we restrict attention to countably 
infinite chains (although it is possible that partition theorems for chains of larger 
cardinality couV yield similar res&.s). 
Let OL be a chain. As is customary, write QL + (ar, K& for the following property: 
given any partition of [aI2 into two classes A and I3 there exists X E a such that 
either X = and [Xl2 E A, or 1x1 =KO and [X]‘C B. If =U or ascrpd, then 
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a -+ (a, K& is exactly Ramsey’s theorem. Also, as-r\, the chain of ratio&s, has 
this groperry [6]. In fact, there is no other countable chain with this property [S]. 
Let M0 denote an. unordered countable setJ%serve that-D(&) isisomorphic,to 
the ordered set of atoms-and coatoms of the Boolean algebra X(H,) of all subsets 
of a countable set. 
For a chain lx, let R(u) denote the set ((x, i) f Y EQ, i = 0, I} or&red by 
(x, i) C (y, j) if i := 0, j = 1, and x < y in Q (see Fig. 5). Let $(R(a)) denote the 
collection of all ordered sets E for which there is a one-to-one, order-preserving 
map f of R(a) onto E satisfying f(x, O)<f(y, 1) only 2 x < y in (L. (So th-;: 
members of aP(R(u)) are the “partial extensions” of R(a) with no additional 
comparabilities betwefen a x (0) and u x (11.) Also, let 2a denote the set ((x9 i) 1 x E 
a, i = 0, 11 ordered (lexicographically) by (JC, i) < (y, j) if x < y, or x = y and i = 0, 
j= 1. 
Theorem 4. Let a be (o, wd or q and let P be an ordered set. Then N(P) contains a 
subset isomorpik to a if and only if P contains u subset isomorphfc to a, D(K,), or 
Q member of E$(R(cr)). 
Proof. Suppose that D(&J is embeddable in P Then N(D(N,)) is embeddable in
N(P). Since I(K,-,)~N(D(K,)) and q is embeddabie in I(&), we have that q, and 
thus any countable chain, is embeddable in N(P). 
Suppose that P contains a subset isomorphic to a member of %{R(u)). So there 
is an clrder-preserving, one-to-one map f of R(a) to P satisfying f(x, 0) < f( y, 1) 
only if x < y in a. Il. suffices to show that a is embeddable in N(f(R(a))). For 
Yl Y2 y3 Yn Yn+l 
..e. 
Fig. 5. 
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each x E <y. con+der the initial segment I:, = ({f(z, 0) 1 t 6 x}*k)* in N(f(R(a))). 
Obviousiy; A S y in a implies 1, c I,,. Suppoy 1, ~1~ and x > y in a. Then 
fk l: > f(z, Oj for all t s y in a, so fix, 1) E 1:. Jjut 1: c de means that ffx, 1) E If; 
this is nonsense as f(x, 0)~ 1, and f(x, O)$f(xTl). Hence, a is embeddable in P. 
Our proof of the converse requires the following elementary observation: for 
ac {bu, ad, q), 2a is embeddable in a. 
We now assume that Za is embeddable in N(P). Let {S,, 1 x Ea, i = 0,l) E 
N(P! be ordered by Sx,i < S,,j if and only if x < y, or x = y and i = 0, j = 1. Define 
maps f and g of a to P by f(x)~ S,,, - &,, g(x) E S$- S$, and satisfying 
f(x) $ g(x) for all x E a. Observe that for all x < y in a, f(x)< g(y), f(y)$f(x), 
and g(y) $ g(x). Observe also that if in each interval I of a, with I isomorphic to 
a, we can select two elements xl and y, such that xr d yI and g(x,) C f(yr), then a 
can be embedded in the set of all the f(y,). So we can assume that g(x)$:f(y) for 
all x <y in a. 
Let UC [aI2 be defined by (x, y) E U if f(y) c g(x) in P. Since a+ (a, &,)$, 
there is X s QL such that either 
(a) 1x1 = K0 and [Xl” E U, or (b) X = a and [X]’ c [a]” - U. 
If (a) hold% then f(X) is a countable antichain of P. Otherwise there exist x < y 
in X such that f(x)<f(y), so f(x)<f(y)c g(x), which is impossible. Similarly, 
g(X) is a countable antichain of P. In fact, the subset f(X)U g(X) of P is 
isomorphic to DIN,,). 
Suppose that (b) obtains: Xza and for all x < y in X, f(y)% g(x). Straightfor- 
ward calculation shows that the map h of R(X) to P, gi- : 1)~ .+ x, 0) =f(x) and 
h(x, 1) = g(x), is order-preserving and one-to-one. Also, ht.., 0: - l(x)< g(y) = 
ck(x, 1) only if x < y in X. Thus, P contains a member of 8(R(a\ El 
The conc!ition of Theorem 4 can be improved in the presence of a stronger 
partition theorem. Suppose a 4 (a):, that: is, given any partition of [al’ into two 
classes there exi.sts .Y E a such that X=a and [XT is contained in one of the 
classes. Let us return to the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4: X=a and 
for all x < :y in X, f(y)+ g(x). Let Vd[X12 be defined by (x, y)~ V if f(x)<f(y) 
in P. .4s a --, (a):, either a is embeddable in P or there exists Y sX, Y = X=a, 
and f(Y) is an antkhain in P. In the latter case, let W c[YJ2 be defined by 
(x, y)~ W if g(x) < g(y) in P. Again, a is embeddable in P or there exists % c: Y, 
Z = Y =a, and g(Z) is an an tichain in P. In the latter case, R(Z)= R(a) is 
embeddable in P. 
However, let us observe that a=m and a =md are the only countable chains 
satisfying a --, (a)$. 
CoraWy 4. Let a bse isomorphic to either o or &, and let P be an ordered set. 
Then N(P) contains a subset isomorphic to u if and only if P contains a subset 
isomwphic to it, (a). q 
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It is possible that Theorem 4 can hold for a larger class of tmuntable chains. In 
[2] R. Bonnet charactmizes “totally extensible chains”, that is, countable chains 0~ 
such that for any ordered set P, a can be en&e&e@ into I(P) ;f and only if Q can be 
rmbdhi in P or P CON&S an i&d-e antichain. While it may be that Theorem 4 
holds for such chains the Corollary 4 certainly does not. 
we show below that if a is a countable chain that is not well ordered and not 
dually well ordered, and a is “impartible” (that is to say, if 0~ = a1 uaz then a is 
errs*beddable in al or in az) then there exists an ordered set P(a) such that 
a, D&J, and R(a) are nc: embeddable in “:aw) and a is embeddable in Ar(P(cr)) 
(that is, some member of %(R(a)) is embeddable in p(a)). Examples of such 
countable chains are a~ =r( or, more generally, any “totally extensible chain” 
different from o and (I&~. 
TO construct P = P(a), let cp be a one-to-one map of a onto w and let a’ denotz 
the set of elements of a ordered by x < y in a’ if x < y in a and <p(x) <<p( y) in m. 
LetP-a’x{O,l)beol:dered’by(x,i)<(y,j)ifi=jandxCyina’,ori=O,j=1 
and x < y in a. For convenience let A = a’~ (1) c P and let B = a’~ (0) 5 P; 
observe that A = a’ = 23. 
It is obvious that P E %(R(a)). 
TO see that none of a, D(Ko), and R(a) are embeddable in P, we require two 
facts: 
(a) For all x E a’, {y E a’ 1 y < x} is finite. 
If y < x in a’ then p( y ) c q(x) in o, which is possible for only finitely many 
elements of a’. 
(b) Thereexislasequen~p,,>y,>!!,>o.. in a wit:1 infinitely many elements 
of a between y, and y,. 
Since 01 is not well ordered, there exists an infinik descend ng chain y. > y 1 > 
y$-•* ina.Letar=CUDwhere@=(xEaIx<yiforall1:-andD=ar--C.Ifa 
is embeddable in C then there is a chain yb> yi > y$’ l l * in C, so yo> yi > 
yp l l . suffices. So, because a is “impartible” we may assume a is embeddable inD. 
LetD=EU~whereE={x~D~x~yo)andF=D-E.IfuisembeddableinF 
then, as above, (b) is established. So let a be embeddable in E. Because a is not 
dually well ordered, there is a sequence x0 < x1 < x2 c l l l in E. Since x0 E D, there 
is some i such that x0 > yi. Hence, the sequence yo> yi > yi+l > l l l has the 
required property. 
Suppose that a is embeddable in P - A U B. Then a is embeddable in A or B 
and, thus, 01 is embedtlable in a’. But the chains of a’ are subchains of W. Hence 
(Y is not embeddable ,En P. 
Suppose that f is am embedding of D&J, labelled as in Fig. 5, to P. Sine*,: 
) i x -: yi} is infinite, (a) shows that f( yi) E A. Assume that there are 
&J satisfying f(q), f(Xj) E B. kt fiq) = (x, G), f(3) z (x1, O), f(X) = (Y, l), 
and f(yi) = (y’, 1). NOW, q < yj l lies (x, O)<(y’, 1) so x < y’ in a. Also, %f yi 
implies (x, 0) f (y, 1) so y <x in Thus, y < y’ in a. But the same calculation 
with i and j interchanged shows y’< y in a, a contradiction. So, we may assume 
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that D(K,) is embeddab::: in A =a’. Now (c) gives a contradiction as yi dominates 
infinitely many elements of D(K,) and f(yj) dominates only finitely many elements 
of A.. 
Suppose that f is an embedding of R(a) to I? By (b). there is a sequence 
YO’Yl’Y23’ * - in a such that _Y = {x E a 1 y, <x < y,} is infinite. Consider (yl, 1) 
in R(a). Since (yi, 1) > ( y,, 0) in R(a) for all j > i, (a) shows that f( y,, 1) E A for all 
i, sajy, f(yi, 1) = (4, 1) for all i. For all if j, (yip 1) is noncomparable with (yj, l), SO 
(h, a.) is nontilmparable with (L+, 1) in P. Therefore, ui < L+ in a if and only ti 
q(y) >qp(z+) in o. Fixing uo, refine the sequence uo, ul, I.+, . . _ so that cp(~&C 
cp(u,)Ccpfu:J<* * * and, inence, u,,> u1 > w2 > * - . in a~. 
In R(a), (yl, l)>(y,, 0) for all i > 1. By (a), there exists some i such that 
f(yi. 0) = (v, 01, with v < ul. Suppose that there are infinitely many x E X such that 
f(u, 0) E B, say f(x, 0) = (x’, 0). For some such x’, g(u) <(9(x’). Since (yi, 0) $(cx, 0) 
in R(a), (v.O)$(x’,O~ in P. Thus, x’<v<ul, that is (x’,O)<(wl, 1) in P. This 
means (x. 0) <(y,, 1) in R(a), which contradicts x E X. Hence, for all but finitely 
man!! x E X, f(x, 03 =(x’, 1). AS (x, 0) < (yO, l), we have tx’, 1) <(u,,, 1). This 
contradicts (a). We conclude that R(a) is not embeddable in P. 
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